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Now For AÂ Limited Time OnlyÂ 12.99Â 3.99! The primaries are over! Like it or not, this presidential
election will be between Trump and Hillary. This election year has all the right ingredients to make it
one of the most memorable in our country&#39;s history. It seems like this election has put a divide
between Democrats and Republicans. I think, with a good sense of humor, we can put our
differences aside! So I made a coloring book devoted to capturing the craziness that is The 2016
Presidential Elections! Here is what you can expect to find in my book! Trump Vs. Hillary Samurai
Fight! HIIYYAAHH!! Trump Vs. Hillary Mario Kart!! Trump Vs. Hillary Boxing Match!!! And many,
many more goofy coloring pages. This coloring book will be a hilarious reminder of all the crazy
times this election has given us. So try Trump Vs Hillary today and see what everyone&#39;s been
talking about!
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I bought this as a gift for a friend. She is very into the adult coloring book scene. She is also in love
with politics. I am not sure if she is going to like it or not (I haven't given it to her yet), but I love it! I
flipped through the pages and it made me laugh. If you aren't crazy about either candidate this
upcoming election and you like to color, I would recommend getting this. At least a few of the pages
will make you laugh, no matter what your political affiliation is. And, if you are a fan of coloring, this
has some pictures that have quite a bit of detail (others that don't), so you won't be disappointed.
For how cheap this book is, you should definitely get it if you are considering it.

This coloring book is really fun. If you enjoy following politics and you enjoy coloring, you will
probably enjoy this book. The creator has illustrations of Trump and Hilary in different pop culture
battles. For example, there is a Mario go cart page, a whack a mole, and world wrestling. She also
has illustrations alluding to different campaign issues or scandles. There is one about Hilary's Email,
there is a Trump Taco page and one about small hands. I giggled as I paged through the book and
am looking forward to coloring a couple pages and posting them on my facebook page.The reason
for 4 stars instead of five? Some of the pages are very busy and I couldn't make out what some of
the back round items in the images are which makes it hard to know how to color them. It isn't every
page . Also I wish the paper was a bit thicker but it is in no means cheap paper. It is sufficient for
pencils and gel pens.I will add a couple of my favorite pages below.

I just got this book for my birthday and it's just plain hilarious. I'm quite a political person and we
most certainly need something to laugh about these days. LOL I don't care which side of the aisle
you lean towards...this is just funny stuff. Great job, Katie!

This coloring book is a hoot. If you like politics or not its funny. I was laughing as I looked through all
the pictures. ANd was cracking up as I colored the trump taco bowls are the best picture. I bought
this because I was buying the other trump book and I figured for 4 dollars why not. Well im glad I did
its a riot. If you love trump or Hillary or either one this book is for you its just pure comedy. And with
this election pure comedy is realy what it is. The whole book is just a play on different things. There
is a Mario cart one, Mortal combat, etc. They just make you laugh and adult coloring is for relaxing
and for stress relief. Well this one definetly fits the bill. You cant help but giggle while coloring or just
looking at the book. So if you are a serious colorist like I am ( I have over 80 books) or just doing it
as a hobby or a political fan this book is for you. I hope you enjoy it if you purchase it as much as I
have. I love it and highly recommend this book.I hope you find this review useful in making your
decision. If you do purchase it enjoy it if not I hope you find the right book for you. Happy Coloring.

I have been coloring in Katie's books for several months (and sending the finished products to all
my irreverent friends) and was thrilled about The Showdown Trump vs. Hilary.If the past six months
is any indication of what the next 5 are going to be like, oh boy - buckle your seat belts!Katie's
drawings and quips bring to focus the nonsense of the weekly squabbles between these two.I can't
wait to fill them in and send them to my favorite politicos.And by the way, I received the book at a

discounted rate in exchange for an unbiased and honest review, which it is.

oh my word! this is a fantastic giggle to color! this little ditty is hilarious and a great diversion from
the insanity going on in our country at the moment. thank you thank you thank you! btw. . . i
received the book at a discounted rate in exchange for your unbiased and honest review! I highly
suggest you get your copy now.

This book is wonderfully entertaining. Gives a whole new meaning to the election with a crazy funny
twist. Doesn't matter which side your on, you will have fun with this one! Katie has out done herself
this time!I have received the book at a discounted rate in exchange for your unbiased and honest
review!

I was lucky to get this book at a discount, in return for my fair and unbiased review.Well I can say
what a truly cool book this.Poking a bit of fun at the USA election.I enjoyed colouring the
pages.BTW I don't live in America.
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